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1. Title 
Procedure for clearing air strainer (Type-T)

2. Application:
All electric locomotives.

3. Object:
3.1 Western Railway have reported number of cases of malfunctioning of EP 

valves  provided  in  various  equipment,   e.g.,   roof  disconnecting  switch  , 
reverser,  changeover switch and EP contractor,  etc.  On investigation,  one 
common cause of failure has been found to be the presence of dust and pipe 
scales in the pneumativ valves.

3.2 Strainers  type-T  (see  SK  EL  2804)  are  provided  in  each  panel  housing 
pneumativ equipment for ensuring clear air supply to the EP valves.  Proper 
functioning of these strainer is essential to avoid mal functioning of various 
EP valves due to ingress of dirt and grid etc.

4. Reference Drawing:
RDSO SK EL-2804.

5. Details of Special Instructions:
Procedure for  cleaning  air  strainer(type-T to  be  followed in  each  electric 
locomotives shed and workshop during scheduled maintenance:-
NOTE :-  Item,  Nos.  referred  tok in  the detail  are  Part  Nos.  as shown in 

RDSO  SK.EL-2804.
(i)  Disassembly: Remove  strainer  unit  and  then  unscrew strainer  portion 
assembly (2)  to dismantle :
- Retainer ring (4) 
- Upper strainer plate (3)
- Filter fibre (5) 
- Take out lower strainer plate (3)

 (ii) Cleaning :
- Clean the filter element (5) by dipping in an alkali-fret hydro-carbon 

solvent, e.g., white spirit. petrol etc. Dry it by a stream of low pressure 
compressed  air.  If  the  filter  element  is  excessively  dirty  or  brittle, 



discard it and replace it with the required quantity of new filter element 
of standard quality.

- Clean all other parts which go into the assembly of the strainer unit 
thoroughly (internally and externally) with a rag or cloth If necessary, 
wash the parts in kerosene, to dissolve oil or greas deposits.

(iii) Assembly :      Assembly the strainer unit in the following order :-
- Place lower strainer plate (3) in strainer portion of assembly.
- Replace the fibre,  if it is brittle or broken.

Fill  1/5 on of new fibre of standard quality.
Do not pack the fibre/hill too tightly.

- Keep the upper strainer plate (3) on it.
- Fit the retaining ring(4) carefully.
- Screw up the strainer cartridge (2) into the body (I)-
- Test the strainer coefficient for satisfactory working ( a strong below 

blair to be ensures  at  outlet  end  when  an  8-10  kg/cm  air  pressure  is 
supplied at inlet) and then fit in the locomotives,  from where it was removes.

NOTE :- Air pressure must be blown down before removing cartridge.

6. Periodicity of implementation of the SMI
During IC, AOH and POH

7. Agency for implementation
i ) Electric Locomotives Sheds.
ii) POH Shops.

8. Distribution
Encl :    SKEL 2804                   
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